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"The Ruthless Hand of War": Andrew A.
Humphreys in the Second Seminole War
By Matthew T. Pearcy

I

n late February 1836, 2d Lt. Andrew A. Humphreys (1810-1883)
reported for duty at Fort Drane in the remote interior of the
Florida peninsula. Green and untried, the young West Pointer
chronicled his first experiences at war in a leather bound journal
tucked away among his personal possessions. "I delight in extremes,"
he wrote in its opening pages, "and certainly my profession leads to
them - from the center of civilization to the wildest forests, I am
transfe~~ed
in a few days. In January luxuriating in the delights of
our capital, in February suffering from hunger, thirst and fatigue in
the hammocks of Florida."l Given his previous deployments with the
Second Artillery Regiment at Fort Marion near St. Augustine (183334) and the topographical engineers in West Florida (183435),
Humphreys anticipated better than most the physical hardships
associated with active service in the region. Still, the summer of 1836
was uncommonly sickly, and, coupled with marauding Indians and
searing subtropical heat, the war nearly broke Humphreys, shattering his health as well as any illusions of battlefield glory.2
Matt Pearcy is a historian in the Office of History, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
and is currently working on a full biography of Andrew A. Humphreys. He would
like to thank his colleagues and, especially, the chief of the Office of History,,Dr.
Paul K. Walker, for supporting the project.
1. Andrew A. Humphreys Journal, April 12, 1836, Andrew A. Humphreys
Papers, The Historical Society of Pennsylvania (document hereafter cited as
Humphreys Journal).
2. George W. Cullum, Biographical Register of the Oficers and Graduates of the U.S.
Military Academy at West Point,vol. I (Boston: The Riverside Press, 1891), 4 7 6
481; American National Biography, S.V."Humphreys, Andrew Atkinson."
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Humphreys' return to East Florida followed a bloody show of
force by Seminole Indians determined to fight relocation. The
Seminoles were an amalgam of Indian bands from the Creek
Confederation mixed with fugitive African American slaves who
fled the river valleys of Alabama and Georgia for the relative sanctuary of Spanish Florida. The two groups united there over several
generations in a fierce desire for independence and a common
goal of resisting intrusions into their new homeland. The proximity of armed runaways and potentially hostile Indians left southern
slaveholdersjustifiably fearful, and they lobbied for federal intervention, eventually precipitating General Andrew Jackson's invasion of Florida and the First Seminole War (1817-1818). That
conflict had occasioned the overthrow of Spanish authority in the
region, opened much of the peninsula to a rush of slaveholding
planters, and contributed to Jackson's surging national reputation.
A decade later as president, Jackson moved to banish all southeastern tribes to reservations in the West. In Florida, his administration's clumsy efforts at diplomacy led to a series of unfortunate
agreements culminating in the treaties of Payne's Landing (1832)
and Fort Gibson (1833). Though repudiated by most Seminoles,
these treaties created a legal framework for the application of
Jackson's policy and gave new vigor to the impetus for removaL3
The Seminoles responded by rallying behind a new and
potentially dangerous war leader, a mixed-blood known as
Osceola or also Billy ow ell.^ Bold and defiant, he declared himself violently opposed to emigration and exhorted others to resist
as well. Slowly his view prevailed. Tensions escalated in the summer of 1835 when Osceola clashed openly with Indian Agent
Wiley Thompson who was appointed to superintend the deportation. The former Jacksonian Congressman responded by briefly
jailing the war leader - an act of unparalleled humiliation for an
3.

4.

The best general history of the Second Seminole War is John K. Mahon,
History of the Second Seminole War: Revised Edition (Gainesville, FL: University
Press of Florida, 1985). Other useful general accounts include John Missal1
and Mary Lou Missall, 77te Seminole Wars: America's Longest Indian Conflict
(Gainesville,FL: University Press of Florida, 2004); and Joe Knetsch, Rorida's
Seminole Wars: 181 7-1858 (Chicago, IL: Arcadia Publishing, 2003).
The contemporary white community often referred to Osceola as "Billy
Powell,"believing him to be the only child of an Englishman, William Powell,
and his second Indian wife, Polly Copinger, though little or no corroborating
evidence survives. See Patricia R. Wickman, Osceola's Legacy (Tuscaloosa, AL:
The University of Alabama Press, 1991), xx.
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"Osceola, the Black Drink, A Warrior of Great Distinction" Oil Painting by George
Catlin ( 1796-1872), 1838 Smithsoninn AmPn'cnn Art M z ~ s m m .

Indian. Violence soon followed. The most serious Indian depredations began around Christrnastime in the sugar-growing district
east of St. Johns River and south of St. Augustine, where
Seminoles terrorized settlers, razed valuable plantations, and
facilitated the escape of plantation slaves. The army, stretched
thinly across East Florida, moved to reinforce its most vulnerable
posts at Fort Brooke on Tampa Bay and Fort King in the central
peninsula. That move came too late.
Rising hostilities spilled over into war on December 28, 1835,
when Osceola and sixty warriors surprised and killed Thompson
near Fort King as he was enjoying an afterdinner stroll outside the
palisade. A companion was cut down as well. In a coordinated
action fifty miles away along the old Fort King Road, Seminole war
leaders Micanopy,Jumper, Alligator, and a large party of warriors
waylaid a slowly moving column of 108 regulars led by Brevet
Major Francis L. Dade, then four days out on its march from Fort
Brooke to Fort King and deep in Indian territory. As the advance
guard approached, a single crack from Micanopy's rifle broke the
shuffling silence. Dade fell dead from his horse. An instant later,
180 Seminole warriors fired into the left flank of the command,
killing half in the first volley. The remnant retreated and hastily
erected a log breastwork some two hundred yards from the
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ambush site. Exposed to heavy, sustained rifle fire, the defenders
dropped in ones and twos, many shot in the head or neck. A dozen
or so held out until late in the afternoon, but before sundown the
Indians, wielding tomahawks and clubs, rushed the crude breastwork and swept the field. Among the dead were five West Pointers
including 2d Lt. William E. Basinger, shot down after offering his
sword in surrender. Two of Dade's men, both severely injured,
stumbled and crawled the nearly sixty miles back to Fort Brooke,
arriving in woeful condition. Back on the battlefield, the remains
of the soldiers lay untended for eight w e e k 5
Meanwhile, the army prepared for an aggressive campaign of
its own. Brevet Brigadier General Duncan L. Clinch, a veteran of
the First Seminole War and overall U.S. commander in Florida,
amassed a force of several hundred regulars on his 3,000-acre
sugar plantation, "Auld Lang Syne," situated twenty miles northwest of Fort King. To protect his homestead, Clinch ordered
Captain Gustavus S. Drane of the Second Artillery to oversee the
construction of a picket work on the northwest corner of the plantation. It was to be twelve feet high, enclosing the main buildings
in an area 150 yards long and 80 yards wide. The soldiers added a
blockhouse at the east end and mounted a single cannon. Dubbed
"Fort Drane," the unlucky post became the primary base of operations against the Seminoles in the spring and early summer of
1836.6
With ambitious plans to drive through hostile territory and
end the conflict, Clinch summoned the Florida militia and began
preparing for operations against Seminole strongholds in the
shadowy Cove of the Withlacoochee. Located thirty-five miles
south of Fort Drane and adjacent to the Withlacoochee River, the
Cove was a trackless expanse of swamps and dense hammocks - a
nearly impenetrable natural fortress. Richard Keith Call, soon-tobe governor of Florida and a longtime Jackson loyalist and personal friend, answered the summons, arriving with 560 mounted
territorial volunteers on Christmas Eve. Unfortunately for Clinch,
the volunteers were slow in arriving and had but one week remain-

5.

6.

For additional information on the ill-fated Dade command, see the superb
study by Frank Laumer, D&S Last Command (Gainesville,FL: University Press
of Florida, 1995).
Rembert W. Patrick, Aristocrat in Uniform: General Duncan L. Clinch
(Gainesville,FL:University of Florida Press, 1963), 61, 174.
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ing on a four week enlistment, demonstrating for the uninitiated
that militiamen "spend most of the time getting ready to start and
then in preparing to quit."7 The beleaguered commander set out
from Fort Drane on December 29 with 250 regulars and 500 volunteers, all as of yet ignorant of the disaster that befell Dade on the
previous day. The brigade advanced slowly, held up by an excessive
baggage train, and lost the element of surprise to an errant reveille
call on the second morning out. The lead element reached the
vicinity of the Cove later that day but missed the ford and, relying
on a single battered Indian canoe, ferried troops across the deep
and swiftly flowing waters of the Withlacoochee, fifty yards wide at
that point on the river. The regulars went first, transported in
groups of six to the far shore.
The Seminoles, well aware of the advance against them and
anxious to protect their sanctuary, converged in force at the point
of crossing and concealed themselves in a thick hammock on the
opposite bank. In time, the whole force of regulars had crossed the
river and, by means of a "sinuous path," marched into the Cove
about 400 yards before coming to rest in a horse-shoe shaped
clearing surrounded by a thick tangle of underbrush, vines, and
live oaks intermingled with cypress. Almost the entire militia force
remained on the other side with many refusing to cross, their
enlistments within hours of expiring. While Call negotiated with
his volunteers, Osceola and his band of 250 warriors forced the
issue, opening up a punishing fire on the surprised regulars. As
one historian noted, the "militia on the north shore might as well
be home in bed," as the attack on the opposite bank would be won
or lost with the men on hand.8 Initially rattled, the regulars recovered their composure, formed into ranks, and, through successive
bayonet charges, dispersed the Seminoles and saved the command. The regulars avoided annihilation but were badly mauled,
with four dead and fifty-nine wounded. Shortly after the battle,
they re-crossed the river and limped back to Fort Drane. The Battle
of the Withlacoochee, fought to a draw, left both sides badly disabused of their unrealistic notions of a quick war while feeding a
growing hostility between Army regulars and the militia troops.

7. Eben Swift,Jr., The Centennial ofthe United States Military A c h y at West Point,
8.

1802-1902,vol. I (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1904), 535.
Laumer, "Encounterby the River,"Florida Hktinical Quarterly 46 (4), 322-339.
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News reports of the recent battle found Humphreys on topographical duty in Washington, D.C., and the War Department
directed him to rejoin his artillery regiment at Fort Drane where
the army was assembling for a retaliatory campaign. President
Jackson sent his most renowned commander, Brevet Major
General Winfield Scott, to lead the operation, with Clinch relegated to a subordinate role. Scott's considerable reputation - well
earned against hardened British troops in the War of 1812 - preceded him, and he had no intention of forfeiting it in Florida. His
carefully considered strategy called for three grand columns, each
well over a thousand strong, to converge simultaneously on the
enemy stronghold at the Cove. The right wing would march south
from Fort Drane under Clinch; the center wing would march
north from Fort Brooke under Colonel William Lindsay; and the
left wing would march west from St. Augustine under Brigadier
General Abraham Eustis. Each wing would scour the regions
through which it passed, driving before it or destroying any hostile
Indians encountered. The final convergence of these columns
would trap the Seminoles in their great Cove and force a decisive
battle upon them. Scott's plan looked good on paper and might
have worked against a conventional army in a more traditional setting. Against an adversary skilled in evasion and scattered throughout forty-seven thousand square miles of inhospitable terrain,
success could hardly be a ~ s u r e d . ~
Humphreys sailed to Florida from New York City on February
14, 1836, in the company of 60 enlisted men and two fellow West
Pointers, Lieutenants Benjamin Poole and Daniel S. Herring.
Poole graduated from the academy a year ahead Humphreys and
was a classmate of William Basinger of the much lamented Dade
command. Herring was senior by five years and in command of the
small detachment.1° In a bustle of excitement, the three young
officers set off for Florida with shared visions of grand adventure
and military glory, but Humphreys alone survived the war; and he

The best biographies of Winfield Scott include John S. D. Eisenhower, Agent
of Destiny: The Life and Times of General Winfield Scott (Norman, OK: University
of Oklahoma Press, 1999); Timothy D. Johnson, Winfwld Scott: The Quest for
Military Gloly (Lawrence, KS: University Press of Kansas, 1998); and Allan
Peskin, Winfweld Scotl and the Rofesssion of A m (Kent, OH: The Kent State
University Press, 2003).
10. Army nnd Navy Chronicle,vol. 11, from January 1 toJune 30,1836 (Washington,
D.C.: Benjamin Homans, 1836), 64,126.

9.
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enjoyed little of either during a six-month ordeal that would ultimately drive him from the army.
Once at Fort Drane, Humphreys assumed command of a
Second Artillery company in Clinch's right wing and set out at the
commencement of the operation for a three day march to the
Withlacoochee, arriving, as he indicated in his journal, "without
interruption on its banks." An attack was expected, but none came.
Beginning early in the morning of March 29, the army crossed the
river using "two flats, made at Camp Drane and fastened together
after launching." It lost the entire day to it, and, again, no attack.
That night, "the moon in its full and the air balmy and redolent of
the perfume of the fresh budding wild flowers," a single rifle shot
echoed through the dense foliage. "It was a signal," according to
Humphreys, "and yells and shots quickly followed. Then answered
the heavy report of the musquet and the loud bellows of artillery.
Soon all again was quiet. Our rear guard had been attacked but no
one injured." The following day, the column located an abandoned Indian village, "burnt it," and "in quick time followed a
fresh trail leading from it towards and up the river. As we passed
rapidly along, Indians were seen retreating at some distance and
fired at." Evening set in, and the column "returned about a half
mile into the pinewoods and camped.""
On March 31, Scott set out "in motion across the prairie" still
seeking to close ranks with the fast retreating enemy. Again "pop goes the signal rifle, rapidly followed by many others." Clinch's column had divided into two branches. The Seminoles fired upon the
right, and Humphreys and the men of the left "crossed the prairie"
to join in the engagement. "A few shots were fired at us as we
formed -but a charge into the hammock left us no one to contend
with." There were, in fact, very few Indians opposite the line. The
advance guard of the right branch continued driving the
Seminoles in a running fight until they crossed the river. "We had
three or four killed and several wounded, the majority of them
Louisiana volunteers. Marks of wounded or dead [Indian] men
having been dragged off by the Seminoles were perceived." That
brief but sharp encounter - the Battle of OloMikaha - constituted
Humphreys' first engagement with a hostile force, but the enemy
had slipped away yet again.12
11. Humphreys Journal, April 12, 1836, 34.
12. Ibid., 4.
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The following day, the column marched into the lower
extremity of the Cove. Scott had heard nothing from the other
two wings and, with his supplies running low, ordered his troops
on to Fort Brooke at Tampa Bay. En route the column passed "a
string of beautiful little lakes" sunk between "gently swelling
hills" and dotted with miniature islands. "Noble oaks shaded
their banks and the Indian towns stretched along their edge."
Reflecting his own ambivalence at campaigning against a severely outnumbered enemy, Humphreys lamented that, "here the
foot of the white had never before disturbed the fallen leaf. The
Seminole lived quietly and content. The lake gave him fish, the
forest deer, and the garden corn. With this and freedom, he was
satisfied. It pained me to see the lonely spots desecrated by the
ruthless hand of war." The army quit the lake country as it headed south and marched over newly burned pine barrens. "There
was no air stirring. The sun was scorching and the coal dust and
ashes rose up in clouds as we tramped along, filling our eyes and
ears, nostrils and throats. There was no water for many miles and
the dead silence that pervaded the column showed that the
march was anything than pleasant." They reached Tampa Bay on
April 6 and found General Eustis and his 1,200 South Carolinians
there ahead of them. Humphreys was "inclined to think there
was more surprise than pleasure manifested at his presence."
Colonel Lindsay and his 1,000 Alabamians were in camp as well.
Both wings had fought skirmishes with the Seminoles but nothing more. The campaign had failed.13
Despite the army's enormous investment in men and material,
Scott's nearly 5,000 soldiers - the largest American military force
called to war in a generation - fought not a single battle of consequence and killed fewer than 60 of the enemy while capturing
none. By Scott's own reckoning, an estimated 1,200 Seminole warriors remained in Florida, now scattered about the inner peninsula in marauding bands of 60 to 200 men. Critics from all quarters
assailed the general and his botched campaign, and Humphreys
especially lamented the lost opportunity to strike a decisive blow
against the natives. In the privacy of his journal, he wrote, "the
Indians have made themselves quite merry at our slow marches.. .

13. Ibid., 5-6.
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we travel like gophers.14The day we entered the Cove, all these fellows [Seminoles] could not have been but a few miles distant from
us. And had we upon returning to camp, taken provisions for four
or five days and then made a dash at them we should have c a p
tured their families and negroes, and then killed or taken them
prisoner." l5
In the wake of the failed campaign, circumstances were no
longer favorable for active operations in Florida. April brought
heavy showers and intense heat along with swarms of mosquitoes,
sand flies, black fleas and other biting and disease-carrying
insects. Malaria, yellow fever, mumps, and measles spread
through the ranks, and the sick list at Fort Brooke ran into the
hundreds. The army also lacked necessary supplies. "The
Quartermaster and Commissary departments are in a miserable
condition," wrote Humphreys on April 13. "There are but two
depots of provisions and ammunition on hand - Tampa Bay and
Picolata distant apart 160 or 170 miles. The wagons are few in
number and old, weak, and rickety; the horses worn out; [and]
the army in constant danger of starving."'6 The state militiamen
delivered the coup de grcice. Their three month enlistments dated
to January, and they wanted out. In absence of the volunteers who
constituted a large majority of his army, Scott could count on
fewer than 800 regulars in the trouble zone, too small a force to
prosecute an aggressive campaign. Meanwhile, the Seminoles
stood unbowed and defiant, and the concentration of the army at
Fort Brooke left much of northern Florida unprotected. After a
second and halfhearted attempt to locate the hiding places of the
Indian women and children, Scott assigned weak regular attachments to summer quarters throughout the territory and made
arrangements to begin discharging the volunteers. Afterwards, he
accompanied General Eustis across the peninsula to Picolata and
then St. Augustine where the senior general nursed a severe cold
and a wounded ego.17
14. Americans of this period called Florida terrapins (land turtles) "gophers,"so
Humphreys is more plausibly suggesting that the army marched at a turtle's
pace. Jeff Guinn, Our Land Before We Die: The Proud Story of the Seminole Negro
(New York: Putnam, 2002), 54.
15. Humphreys Journal, May 1, 1836, 10.
16. Ibid., April 13, 1836, 6.
17. Charles W. Elliott, Winfwld Scott: The Soldier and the Man (New York: Macmillan
Company, 1937), 306307.
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Humphreys accompanied Clinch and remnants of the right
wing on the strenuous march back to Fort Drane, leaving Tampa
Bay on April 14. All of the sick, "to the number of 80," were left in
h o s p i m o r t Brooke. As Clinch later detailed in his official
report of the campaign, the tattered brigade of 802 men proceeded slowly and in "shorter distances than before, in consequence of
the increased heat of the weather, and the debilitated condition of
the horses." It approached Fort Cooper on the western edge of the
Cove after a fourday march and, following a brief altercation with
Indians, emptied the garrison. Its contingent of Georgia militia
had been "invested by the enemy from the 5" until the 17h [ofl
April." The column halted on the lBth "to give the horses a day's
rest." After another week of stumbling through swamps and hammocks, the weary column arrived at the general's plantation on
April 25, and none too soon. Fifteen horses and mules had died
along the route, and "another day's march would have occasioned
the abandoning a part of the train."18 Conditions along the entire
Alachua frontier had deteriorated substantially during the campaign. Isolated Indian attacks north and west of the fort - and even
a daring but unsuccessful nighttime raid on Fort Drane itself a few
days earlier - spread panic among the white populations of the territory. Overcome with anxiety and fear, they abandoned their
homesteads at the slightest provocation and crowded pell-mell into
military posts ill-equipped to maintain them. Their presence only
added to the troubles at Auld Lang Syne.
Within days of arriving at the fort, General Clinch received an
express from recently appointed Governor Call with news of an
army blockhouse under siege on the Withlacoochee River. In late
March, an adjutant of General Scott had ordered a party of
Floridians under Captain John McLemore to erect a small fort on
the river and to warehouse food and supplies there in support of the
coordinated campaign. They did so at a location about twelve miles
inland from the mouth. Unfortunately, subsequent operations
bypassed the depot altogether, and, almost inconceivably, the garrison of forty Florida volunteers under Captain James M. K. Holloman
was forgotten and left for many weeks to fend for itself deep in
Indian territory. For this Hurnphreys placed much of the blame on
Major Leigh Read, a flamboyant associate of the new governor. The

18. National Intelligencer (Washington, D.C.), May 31, 1836.
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highly combative but popular Florida militiaman and his 300 volunteen had received orders upon leaving Tampa Bay in mid-April to
ascend and reconnoiter a portion of the Withlacoochee River while
returning to their post at St. Marks.lg They did so sufficient only,
Humphreys wrote, to discover "the flat boat of the block house party
floating out, cut in two, apparently by an awkward hand, [and] saw
large fires along the river - all indicating the presence of a strong
body of Indians besieging the blockhouse." Though Major Read was
"furnished with strong boats built for that service," he did not "venture to ascend the river - but left the little garrison to its fate and
sailed with all dispatch to St. Marks." Earlier at Fort Brooke "this
same Floridian militia man," full of bluster as Humphreys recalled in
obvious irritation, "begged leave to send a challenge to Powell and
all his followers to meet his three hundred Floridians! Oh, ~ r a v o ! " ~ ~
Rather than order Major Read and his volunteers back with
strong reinforcements, Governor Call tasked the small contingent
of regulars at Fort Drane, distant some 40 miles from the besieged
blockhouse, to send a rescue party overland. Clinch gathered his
officers in council and quickly ascertained that "we had not 300
marching men (regulars and volunteers) and that more than
one/third of the effective force would probably be unfit for service
before arriving at the Ouithlacoochee (as all [were] worn out by
the excessive fatigue of the campaign) [and]. .. the horses were not
fit to travel." The council resolved that "the relief must go from
Sawanee Old ~ o w n ~ lwhich
, " possessed an armed boat and an adequate number of volunteers. "Were we to go down with a small
force nowhere fit to fight," Humphreys noted on April 29, "the
whole Indian force would be upon us and a tragedy more horrid
than Dade's would mark another spot upon the Ouithlacoochee."
The issue went unsettled for several additional weeks as conditions
within the blockhouse deteriorated and its half-starved denizens
turned to lunching on their pack animals.**

19. The orders to Read were issued on April 14, 1836. For more information on
these orders and general background on the besieged blockhouse, see Tom
Knotts, "History of the Blockhouse on the Withlacoochee,"EEorida Historical
Quarter4 49 (3), 251-252; Mahon, History of the Second Seminole War, 154160;
John T. Sprague, The Origin, Progress, and Conclusion of the Florida War (New
York: D. Appleton & Company, 1848), 151.
20. HumphreysJournal, April 29, 1836,8.
2 1. Suwannee Old Town.
22. HumphreysJournal, April 29, 1836, 8 9 .
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In the full flush of his power, Osceola laid plans to destroy the
weakened frontier forts of the Alachua region. But for a costly
intelligence failure, he might have succeeded. In the pre-dawn
hours of May 1, an adjutant stirred Humphreys from his sleep with
an alarming report that "Powell and all the Seminole nation are in
a swamp six miles from Fort King, which place they intend to
attack on the morning of the Zd in three points and set fire to it.
After destroying Fort King, Camp Drane will be their next object
and then, they will go down and capture the block house on the
Ouithlac~ochee."~~
Even more surprising than the alleged plot was
the source of the intelligence - Osceola's wife, Che-cho-ter (the
Morning Dew). Little is known of her, but, according to prominent
Seminole War historian John Mahon, such treachery among
Seminole women was highly irregular or even ~ n ~ r e c e d e n t e d . ' ~
Subsequent intelligence soon clarified that Micanopy and Jumper,
still many miles away at Pease Creek, had refused all entreaties to
join in the planned assault. That left the fight to Osceola and his
400 warriors, "fellows who boast that they have never been conquered by the whites." Clinch had already released most of his volunteers, and many of his regulars were sick, leaving Fort Drane
and his own plantation undermanned. Even so, shortly after
receiving the startling intelligence from "Billy's wife," he ordered
a company of the lStArtillery along with four wagons of provisions,
a bronze six-pounder, and an escort of dragoons to embark at daylight for "Camp in^."^^
"Thus it is," wrote Humphreys in a remarkable diatribe, "that
a small force of regulars sustain the burden of the whole war.
When a large body of militia is called into the field we starve ourselves to death to provision them and teach them their duty then they are not willing pupils, but think they confer a great favor
by coming to help us (as though it was a private quarrel of ours!)
23. Ibid., May 1, 1836,9.
24. Humphreys indicates on two occasions that "Billy'swife" is the source of the
intelligence and does so in the context of a discussion about "Powell."
Importantly, Humphreys' account seems to contradict an assertion by leading
Seminole War historian,John K. Mahon, that "this sort of treachery did not
occur during the Seminole War, largely because Seminole women had little
to do with white men, and nothing to do with them as sexual partners."
Mahan, Histmy of the Second Seminole War, 124. Che-cho-ter was somewhat
unusual in that regard in that she lived for many years in close proximity to
Fort King and was well known among whites.
25. HumphreysJournal, May 2, 1836, 10.
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Frorn thc b ~ m mof mg hmrt I wish never to see another a i l i d
man in rhe field."Bui then, 'as m n as me get rid of thir swam of
locus&[the militia]... the eng h ~ wC h e ~ 1 ivn force,
~
and we
d t h a mere handlid of men - r u s t fight the only baatlea that are
fw@. Why cannot our ~ Q V ~ X R - ~ Pend a large reguZiw force at
wee into &e field and teknirmte the war)* G e n d Scott ~ b t d
Humphm' ~ ~ ' H but
s & not his tact. Writing to the Ww Depamenr
on April 90, he needlessly smeared tlrc militia by requesting Y9,000
goad aaop (not valunteen)." Floridians loudby protested the
olmd~r.
G e n d CIincWs move to ~ ~ Q Fort
X King
C
~may have forertdled the planned mault, which
materialiaed, but the
Semindm merely turned their atteatian ta softer targets. Perhapa
the most d w l e of these, the Oaklands p l a n ~ t i ~belonged
n,
to
Clinch%bmkr4k1aw9Wonel John H, Mdntash, Jr, the sion of
P wedthy G e e r e planter with an inter~stinghistory of his own io
Ploridsl?* Situated not five d m from @ L m g S p " on the wuth
g6. Ebid., May 1, l'83f3,%I&
29. ~ G & ( W ~ p m , D . C . )b , y 12,$0516',3.
Rem1utTan
5%. John BBWXJR
(bust~urn)Bddnmsh3Sr., I d the fhiled
a m s t Spanish Floridain 1819 sandlmvmdthe extensive Refuge P1madr)srl in'
b d m ~ m qW,r g i a . He died an Februq 9,1836,lw tbaP a yeas &r
the dmh of his daughter, E l k &yard Clinch. PatrickII43,141.
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end of Lake Orange and extending into the forbidding Tuscawilla
Hammock, Oaklands drew unwanted attention in mid-April when
Indians secreted onto the plantation and set fire to the cotton
house, leaving it in "ashes and ruins."29 With the army now
returned, McIntosh no doubt hoped to stem further losses but
would be disappointed. The regulars were too few to police the
extensive frontiers, and they increasingly retreated to the confines
of their forts at nightfall, abandoning the dark hours to the enemy.
The results were predictable. On May 2, Humphreys reported that
"an express came in from McIntosh's with a note ... stating that
there were many Indians constantly hovering about the plantation
at night and the overseer reported that his negroes were almost in
a state of rebellion.. . He suspected them of holding communications with the S e m i n o l e ~ . "Several
~~
weeks later, Jumper and as
many as 300 warriors targeted the Pilgrimage Plantation near
Micanopy, where they "stole all of Colonel [Gad] Humphreys'ssl
negroes (29 in number). .. They were 250 yards beyond the pickets and went off quietly. One cry for help would have saved them,
but it appears that they were not unwilling to go. Why is not a company of mounted men sent in pursuit? I blush whilst I ask the question. There is" Humphreys grumbled, "a want of energy in those
who command - broken down bon vivants should never command
a post in an Indian country."32
Increasingly fearful and faced with devastating losses,
Floridians clambered for more federal money and additional
troops, and Governor Call initiated a torrent of correspondence to
the War Department. Rumors soon circulated out of Picolata that
"General Scott intends trying a summer campaign." Humphreys,
29. House Committee on Claims, John H. McIntosh, 27th Congress, 2" session,
1842, House Report 470,3.
30. Humphreys Journal, May 5, 1836, 10.
31. No relation to Andrew Humphreys. Originally from New York, Gad
Humphreys ranked among the most prominent citizens of the region. He
sewed for many years as the first Seminole Indian Agent (1822-1830) and
later turned to agricultural pursuits, first in cooperation with McIntosh on his
Oaklands plantation and, later in the spring of 1836, on his own homestead
called Pilgrimage Plantation in the immediate vicinity of Micanopy. The best
source on Gad Humphreys' plantation is House Committee on Claims, John
H. McZntosh, 27th Congress, 2d session, 1842, is House Report 470,4. Also see
House Committee o n Claims, Gad Humphreys, 2gLhCongress, 1" session, 1846,
House Report 203, 1-5.
32. Humphreys Journal, May 21, 1836, 12. A bon vivant is "a person who lives luxuriously and enjoys good food and drinkn o r "a jovial companion."
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ever the good soldier, wanted nothing of it. "I hate to croak, but I
see no reason why hundreds of men should be sacrificed to heal
General Scott's wounded vanity. He can not bear that it should be
said that it took him a year to subdue Powell and wishes to make
use of the summer months... If it were not for the certainly of
great sickness and death, I should hope that a campaign might be
attempted." The rumors ultimately proved false. Instead of a summer campaign for the army, there would be only retreat and further embarras~rnent.~~
Hunlphreys participated in a war council at Lang Syne on May
17 to determine the fate of Fort King, but Clinch was not party to
it, having recently resigned from the army. His young wife, Eliza
Bayard (McIntosh) Clinch, had died of scarlet fever the previous
year leaving eight young children in the general's care, and he had
sensibly determined to retreat with his brood to a second plantation in Georgia.34The regional command temporarily devolved to
Colonel James Bankhead of the Third Artillery, and he led the
council. After a short period of deliberation, the officers - with
Humphreys among them - unanimously determined to "break up
Fort King." He explained in his journal:
It affords no protection to property or persons, [the fort]
being advanced in Indian country and nearly 60 miles
from any occupied settlement. It does not prevent the
Indians [from] passing into the settlements as the garrison
cannot venture twenty paces from the pickets. We cannot
provision it and from the reduced condition of the horses
and from increasing sickness of our men we should not be
able to send the wagon there again this summer, for want
of an escort - and they are now out of provision^.^^
Bankhead sent the determination to Scott for his approval, but
the general, caught up in a maelstrom of his own making, never
got back to him.
Amid rapidly deteriorating conditions throughout Florida and
growing criticism of his failed campaign, General Scott erupted in
a fit of frustration, publicly chastising local residents for retreating
to Newnansville, Tallahassee, and a handful of military outposts
33. Humphreys Journal, May 5, 1836, 1 1.
34. For more on Clinch's resignation, see Patrick, 141-143.
35. HumphreysJournal, May 25, 1836, 13.
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rather than adopting a more "manly course" and confronting the
Indians who threatened the plantations. He also accused panicstricken Floridians of seeing "an Indian in every bush" and fleeing
"without knowledge whether they ran from squaws or warrior^."^^
These words - not easily erased - appeared in newspapers throughout the territory to considerable uproar. The residents of
Tallahassee burned Scott in effigy, and the territorial delegate in
Congress,Joseph M. White, called for the general's immediate dismissal. In the end, the army dealt with Scott in a way that mollified
angry Floridians without destroying the career of its finest general
- it ordered him off to Georgia to manage the recently erupted
Creek War. He was happy to go and promptly turned over interim
command to the next ranking officer on May 26 before leaving the
territory. Several weeks later from Columbus, Scott ascribed his
failures against the Seminoles to the "extent of the country he
occupies and still more to the frightful nature of its surface. Every
hammock and scrub is more difficult, being pre-occupied with
Indians, to storm and carry than any field work it was my fortune
to take in Canada" during the War of 1812. He characterized the
ongoing struggle in Florida as "one of unmitigated privation and
suffering."37
The new commander, General Abraham Eustis, quickly signed
off on the abandonment of Fort King with part of its garrison to go
to Newnansville and the remainder to Black Creek, but Bankhead
had already initiated the process. Humphreys wrote on May 25 that
"15 wagons were sent there [Fort King] this morning, escorted by
a company of dragoons, 2 companies of artillery and one field
piece." He also noted that "the inhabitants of Alachua have assembled to the amount of some hundred - a great proportion women
and children - at Newnansville and implored our p r o t e c t i ~ n . " ~ ~
Several days earlier, a rescue party under Major Read had
advanced by boat up the Withlacoochee River to relieve the longbesieged blockhouse. Its emaciated defenders praised Read for his
daring, calling him the "Hero of the Withlacoochee Blockhouse."
For Scott, they had only condemnation. The abandonment of
these two outposts in late May left Fort Drane in a precarious posi96. Mahan, History of the Second Seminole War, 161.
37. R. B. Lee from Washington, D.C. to Secretary of War, November 14, 1844
(2/9), Humphreys Papers, HSP.
38. HumphreysJournal, May 25, 1836, 12-13.
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tion on the forward edge of an increasingly hostile frontier. The
adverse effects were felt there almost at once.39
Humphreys accompanied a remnant of the Fort King garrison
to Black Creek, arriving with the wagon train at Garey's l?erry40on
the first ofJune. There he found his new commander, MajorJulius
Frederick Heileman, a West Point graduate of 1806 and, like many
of the senior officers of the Seminole War period, a veteran of the
War of 1812. He was also one of the few soldiers in Florida to win
Humphrey's unqualified respect. The two knew each other from
their days at Fort Moultrie in Charleston, South Carolina, and
Humphreys recognized right away that the old major was unwell "thin and pale," Humphreys later wrote, "and still much indisposed from recent illness brought on by exposure."41The army
had just placed Heileman in command of U.S. troops west of the
St. Johns River with headquarters at Fort Drane, and he spent several days resting his men for the return trip. On June 5, two mounted columns of regulars set out along Black Creek Road for
Micanopy, with Humphreys commanding an artillery company
and Lieutenant Thompson B. Wheelock leading a force of dragoon~.~
Heileman
*
suffered along the way in an "enfeebled and
sickly state." At one point, according to Humphreys, "it was necer
saly to lift him from his horse and place him in a wagon." Even so,
the column made excellent time, covering the nearly 70 miles in
three days and arriving at Fort Defiance, a palisaded work erected
near Micanopy, on June 8. They discovered "a large party of
Indians, [and] negroes, hardly half a mile from the pickets at
Micanopy." Heileman gave orders to pursue. Humphreys took "20
or 30 men" and "ran about two miles without any success." George
H. Talcott, a West Point classmate of Humphreys, set out with a
dozen men and later stumbled upon "15 or 20 Indians and
negroes who," according to Humphreys, "took to their heels."43
The following morning at about 9 o'clock, Osceola and a party
of 150 to 200 Seminoles again challenged the fort, this time with
39. Knotts, 245254; James M. Denham, "The Read-Alston Duel and Politics in
Territorial Florida,"$7uda Historical Quartmi) 68 (4), 429.
40. Also spelled "Gary's Feny."
41. Andrew A. Humphreys (AAH) in Philadelphia to Representative Samson M.
Mason, Washington, D.C.,January 22,1838 (1/43), Humphreys Papers, HSP.
42. National Intellzgencer,July 12, 1836. See "Extract of a letter from an officer of
the Army in Florida, dated Picolata,June 16."
43. HumphreysJournal,June 19, 1836, 13.
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"the crack of two rifles...then after a minute's pause, two more."
Humphreys believed it was a ruse to "draw out a small party" for
ambush, but Heileman acceded to the offer for battle. As the
Seminoles pulled back under fire, he formed commands and sent
Captain Richard Bland Lee of the Third Artillery with twenty soldiers from Company I in pursuit along the road to Oaklands to the
east. Wheelock followed with two dozen mounted dragoons along
a parallel route just to the north hoping to envelope the enemy.
Several minutes passed, and Humphreys, with his own company on
guard duty the night before and no orders immediately forthcoming, "supposed that.. . [Company Dl was not to be sent out." He
was "upon the point of dismissing it" when the major ordered him
to follow the dragoons in support. Humphreys gathered twentyfive men from Companies D and E and marched in single file from
gates of Fort D e f i a n ~ e . ~ ~
Advancing under an already sweltering morning sun,
Humphreys soon heard "the firing of the dragoons and the Indian
yells and rifles, apparently about 400 yards in advance" and moved
briskly to close the distance. At 100 yards, he spotted Captain Lee
ahead and a large party of Seminoles off to the left on the outskirts
of the Tuscawilla Hammock, 'hid in the long grass and scrubby
bushes and behind the pine trees."45The two officers briefly communicated, and Humphreys advanced with his men as Lee moved
off to the right. According to Lee's subsequent account,
"Humphreys gallantly charged the left - the enemy keeping up a
retreating fire - [and] made several efforts to bring them to close
quarters, but in vain, they having the advantage in celerity of movements." Lee also credited Humphreys with confounding several
attempts by the enemy "to outflank our left, which he as often
defeated by a prompt and judicious movement in that d i r e ~ t i o n . " ~ ~
Awash with the sights and sounds of the raging battle, Humphreys
spotted a "dying horse which had been shot belonging to the dragoons and that moaned most piteously."47His men continued to

44. Ibid., 1314.
45. Ibid., 14.
46. Report from Captain Richard B. Lee at Micanopy to Governor Richard Call,
July 12, 1836 (1/31), Humphreys Papers, HSP. Also see Elizabeth Fleming
Rhodes, On the Fn'nge of Fame: the Career of Richard Bland Lee I1 in the South and
West, 1797-1875 (Pasadena, CA: The Castle Press, 1990), 5455.
47. HumphreysJournal,June 19,1836,14.
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push forward over rough ground, though more slowly now and
under heavy fire, and at twelve foot intervals across the front to
extend the left flank. They were joined by seven or eight dragoons.
Meanwhile, Captain Lee and his men continued their advance
on the right, circling behind and eventually arriving under the cover
of foliage at the enemy's rear. Lee "crept forward about ten or twelve
paces upon a small knoll" and found himself "in full view of about
fifty Indians," distant only 20 or 30 yards with their backs toward him
as they exchanged fire with the troops on their front. The Seminoles
discovered the maneuver just as the captain prepared to fire into
them. As he later recalled, "the scene of panic and confusion which
ensued on the part of the Indians baffles all description. Some fired
at me without taking aim, some fled without firing at all, and some
took to trees." Lee rose up to his full height, lifted his rifle, and
charged forward as his men followed. Just several steps into the
advance, he took a bullet, feeling a "terrible concussion" against his
shoulder that knocked the air from his lungs. He spit blood as he rallied his men and resumed the charge but was quickly brought to the
ground by a second bullet, this one through the fleshy part of his
thigh. The captain waived off all aid and sent his troops forward as
the Seminoles scattered in several directions to the safety of the
deep hammock.48During a brief lull in the fighting, Humphreys
worked his way to the far left of his slowly advancing line where he
learned that a man from Company E had been shot and lay wounded in a forward position about 20 or 30 yards from the hammock.
He sent several men to retrieve the injured soldier who, it turned
out, was also quite drunk. As the rescue party later reported, the
man had been "marching up and down in bravado until some redskin put a bullet in him. He was not," Humphreys noted without
cheer, "badly wounded."49
Some minutes later, Humphreys saw Talcott coming up with a
detachment of artillerymen and a six pounder. The redlegs quickly brought the gun to bear and fired a round of solid shot at the
enemy. Another soon followed. Though mostly harmless under
such conditions, the bellowing smoothbore struck fear among the

48. R. B. Lee to Governor Call (1/31), Humphreys Papers, HSP; Rhodes, 5455.

49. HumphreysJournal,June 19, 1836,15. For an excellent account on the proh
lem of intemperance in the early army, see Francis P. Prucha, The Sword of the
Republic: The United States A m y on the Frontier, 1783-1846 (New York: The
Macmillan Company, 1969), 328330.
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natives, who withdrew into the deeper recesses of the hammock.
Talcott then turned to his former classmate and asked, "Now do
you charge the hammock with the two companies?* Humphreys
replied that he "considered it useless."
For if the enemy are near us, they are on the edge of the
hammock, from which place, perfectly hid themselves,
they may take deliberate aim as we advance and fire when
about 50 or 60 yards distant, then retreat as they have
done all this morning. And we shall only lose some men
and perhaps not get a shot at one of the enemy. This is the
well known habit of the enemy, and they are well acquainted with the one or two trails which we need to penetrate it
[the hammock], of which we know nothing.. . An advance
into the hammock cannot result to our advantage."
Talcott briefly equivocated, suggesting that it might be better
to charge "because we could say then that we had done it."
Humphreys again asserted that "it the merest piece of folly to enter
the hammock," then stepped away to attend to something else. He
returned moments later to see Talcott and Wheelock, both senior
to him, discussing the matter. "What determination have you come
to," asked Humphreys, "shall I charge or not." Talcott fired off a
final volley from the cannon before answering in the negative,
"No. Let us return." After an hour and twenty minutes of fighting
under a broiling sun, the freshly nicknamed "rascally regularsn
returned to Micanopy in common time, having "beat off a large
body of ~ndians."~'
The sharp engagement at Micanopy had produced the first decided victory for army forces in Florida.52
The war that mostly devoured officers of talent had finally spat
one out in Major Heileman, and his actions at Micanopy drew
national attention. Even the Jacksonian newspaper, The Globe
(Washington, D.C.), lauded his bravery, though it did so while
slandering the regular army in Florida and tossing a partisan jab at
the 1836 Whig presidential candidate:
Major Heileman and his little command of 75 men have
given the first example in Florida of the true spirit that
-

-

50. Humphreys Journal,June 19,1836,15.
51. Ibid.; National Intelligencm, July 12, 1836. See "Extract of a letter from an officer of the Army in Florida, dated Picolata,June 16."
52. Knetsch, Florida's Seminole Wars, 93.
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belongs to the American soldiery. He sallied out fiom his
entrenchments with his force divided into three columns
of 25 men each, attacked double their number of Indians,
and put them to flight. What a contrast this to anterior the
precedents of the Florida war! The Indians of the North
once compared General [William Henry] Harrison to the
ground hog, from his habit of burying his provisions and
burrowing his troops under entrenchments. In Florida the
course has been to fortify and starve, and to leave any
unfortunate man shot outside the pickets to lie in his gore
and perish of thirst, if not of his wounds. We are glad to
see that Major Heileman has taught those under his command to emerge from the breastwork panic.53
A grateful president moved swiftly to reward the thirty-year veteran with a brevet promotion to Lieutenant Colonel, but the ailing
officer did not live long enough to receive the honor.54The battle
had exacerbated his already 'enfeebled condition," and he slipped
in and out of fever, later suffering "a violent hemorrhage at the
nose which continued for some days."55Though lucid nearly to the
end, he died on June 27, his jaundiced corpse betraying yellow
fever as the probable culprit.
In a sad twist of fate, Lieutenant Wheelock of the dragoons beat
Heileman to the grave by almost two weeks. The 35-year-old West
Pointer and former college president agonized over ill health and,
in the several days following the battle, tumbled into a deep
despair. On June 15,Wheelock "fired his pistol into his mouth," as
53. The Globe,June 25,1836. The reference to leaving "any unfortunate man shot
outside the pickets" undoubtedly relates to the case of Major William Gates,
who was dismissed from the army on June 11,1836, in a celebrated court-martial. According to Mahan, "the charge against him [Gates] was that he had left
two bodies lying outside the works of Fort Barnwell [near Volusia, Florida]
after the Indians had driven the burying party inside, and had made no effort
to recover them for a full twenty-four hours." At the trial, General Scott testified that his officers "had been bemused by defensive works and had stayed
inside when they ought to have been aggressive." Scott's testimony proved
damaging, and the court convicted Gates and purged him horn the army,
though he was later restored to rank. Mahan, 158159. Interestingly, Scott's
views correlated with those of The Globe, at least in regard to "breastwork
panic" (the tendency of the men to cling to their defensive works), and the
paper was a sometime defender of the general. The Globe,June l,1836,3.
54. "Colonel Heileman did not live to learn that he had been advanced and honored by the President." The GMe, July 16, 1836.
55. AAH to Representative Mason (1/43) Humphreys Papers, HSP.
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one hospital steward noted, "and thus blew out his brains, hurrying
"~~
believed him to be "insane at
his soul into p e r d i t i ~ n . Humphreys
the timesw5'The gallant Captain Lee, despite his severe battlefield
injuries, survived both officers by nearly forty years and eventually
received a brevet promotion for bravery from the hands of "Old
Hickory" himself. But his days as an artillery commander in Florida
were over, and he spent the better part of the next year under a surgeon's care to remove floating bone fragments from his chest.58
As for Andrew Humphreys, he had performed energetically at
Micanopy and displayed a physical courage and composure that
would mark him many years later as a splendid field commander.
The day after the battle, Wheelock wrote to Heileman that "the
behaviour of the artillery under Lieutenants Talcott and
Humphreys was extremely handsome and useful to the defeat of
the ~ndians."" Heileman himself noted that "the gallantry and
good conduct" of the officers was "beyond all commendation."
Several weeks into July, Governor Call contacted the War
Department to suggest "the propriety as well asjustice of conferring
brevets on Captain Lee, Lieutenant Humphreys, and Lieutenant
Talcott, for the bravery with which they fought on that occasion.
This just reward for their services," he concluded, "would have a
happy effect on the future operations of the
Lee received
his brevet promotion to considerable approbation in October 1836.
Talcott waited much longer but eventually received his as
Humphreys never received a brevet for his actions at Micanopy, and
the oversight rankled the prideful lieutenant for many years.62
56. Mahon, ed., Reminiscences of the Second Seminole War by John Bemrose
(Gainesville, F'L: University of Florida Press, 1966), 102.Just four months after
Wheelock took his own life, another West Pointer (class of 1828), Captain
John F. Lane, retired to his tent at Fort Drane and committed suicide by running a sword through his right eye into his brain. Mahon, Histmy of the Second
Seminole War, 182.
57. Humphreys Journal, July 23,1836,18. The army later named a fortjust to the
west of Oaklands Plantation after the unfortunate Wheelock.
58. Rhodes, 57-58.
59. Thompson B. Wheelock at Micanopy to Julius F. Heileman, June 10, 1836
(1/22), Humphreys Papers, HSP.
60. Governor Call to Secretary of War recommending Humphreys and Talcott
for brevets, undated, (2/ 11) , Humphreys Papers, HSP.
61. Talcott received his brevet promotion on March 6, 1843 "for gallant conduct
on several occasions in the war against the Florida Indians." Sprague, 553.
62. For the next eight years, Humphreys wrote letters lobbying on his own behalf
but to no avail. See especially, AAH in Washington, D.C. to John J. Abert,
December 1843 (1/ 116), Humphreys Papers, HSP.
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While the Battle of Micanopy exacted a high price from the
participating officers, it offered little in the way of strategic or tactical importance. The casualty figures on both sides of the engagement were curiously low in what was already shaping up to be a war
of attrition. As Humphreys later reported of the battle, "several
Indians were seen to fall but were dragged off instantly," and only
a few of the dragoons and artillery were wounded, Captain Lee
most seriously, and none killed. Also, Heileman's bold operation
failed to forestall the Seminole rampage through the Alachua
region. An express from Lang Syne carried news that the
Seminoles had "entered Gen. Clinch's sugar establishment [and]
that his negroes have revolted." Additional reports detailed the
extent of the troubles. "About the beginning ofJune," Humphreys
wrote, "a plot had been discovered among General Clinch's
negroes by which it appeared that they had held constant intercourse with the Indians and were.. . to have gone off with a party
of Seminoles... Their bundles were already made up, and they
began disposing of some of their truck to the soldiers, which causing suspicion, finally led to their detection." A detachment was
sent out "to the negro houses" and all there were confined, "six of
them ironed."63The army thwarted the planned slave insurrection
but could not protect Clinch's extensive sugar works, most of
which were destroyed on June 8. Meanwhile, the Seminoles had
practically overrun Mclntosh's plantation, and, just shortly after
reassembling at Fort Defiance, Heileman sent an express to
Oaklands with orders for the commanding officer there, Captain
Lemuel Gates, to abandon the tiny garrison after destroying everything of potential use to the enemy. Heileman and his two companies left Micanopy for Lang Syne on the morning of June 11 and
arrived later that day, the men "much worn down by the extreme
heat of the weather and want of rain."64
At Fort Drane, already notorious for its sickliness, insect-born
diseases had reached epidemic proportions. More than half of the
240-man garrison was ill (including five of eight officers), many
suffering from life-threatening diseases including malaria and yellow fever.65 Ailing soldiers slept two-to-a-bed and claimed floor
63. Humphreys Journal,June 19, 1836, 16.
64. Heileman at Fort Drane to Governor Call, June 14, 1836 (1/28), Hurnphreys
Papers, HSP.
65. The Globe,July 1 1, 1836.
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space in seven different buildings within the compound.
Conditions were abysmal. According to a hospital steward at Lang
Syne, "all suffered from the malignancy of disease and the comfortless state in the fort. Some were filthy in the extreme, others
without necessary clothing, and the heaviness of the food ...
make[s] our condition most deplorable. The periodical rains
added to our other troubles. Doubtless the heat of the fort, being
situated so as to be near the small ponds over which the vapors
hung, made our situation most unhealthy." As many as five soldiers
died each day. For those who lived, biting and stinging insects
interrupted sleep and contributed mightily to the general malaise.
"Sand flies and mosquitoes were innumerable.. . centipedes, cockroaches, scorpions..., [and] immense spiders, were daily tenants of
the place ... The sand of the fort was full of chiggers and a sort of
black flea. This latter was the greatest [pest] to us of
Suffering along with the rest, Humphreys charged those "who willfully placed troops at Ft. Drane" with negligence and worse.
"Everybody protested against the location," he added, "it was not
Ijustified] in a military point of view, its unhealthiness notorious.
If he can sleep, let him."67
It was during this unhappy period at Lang Syne that
Humphreys began mulling the idea of quitting his military career.
On June 23, he wrote, "All is quietness and indolence. My only
objection to this mode of life is that it will in a measure unfit me
for the pursuits which I have marked out for myself upon the termination of these diffi~ulties."~~
The "quietness" to which he refers
was attributable to the Seminoles, who had retreated from the
region for their ritual Green Corn Dance but would later stage a
bloody return.69 Until then, Humphreys neglected his journal,
going more than 30 days without making an entry. A thin trail of
surviving correspondence suggests that he succumbed during this
period to one of the myriad of diseases endemic to summertime
Florida, probably yellow fever.'O He scratched off a letter to his
66. Mahon, Reminkcences, 101. Mary C. Gillett, The Anny Medical Department, 18181865 (Washington, D.C.: Center of Military History, 1987), 67.
6'7. AAH to Samuel Humphreys on August 10, 1836 (1/36), Humphreys Papers,
HSP.
68. Humphreys Journal, June 28, 1836, 17.
69. The Globe,July 13, 1836, cites The Elorida Herald of June 25 "that this is about
the season for the celebration of the 'Green Corn Dance' by the Seminoles."
70. Nowhere was Humphreys confidently diagnosed, but later correspondence
indicates that his "liverwas greatly derangedn and that he suffered from an
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family in this sickly state, hinting at his intended resignation. His
father responded to the news with open arms. "My home will
always be yours," he wrote in a letter dated July 20, "when you
choose to avail yourself of it." In the midst of a rapidly playing out
economic boom, the elder Humphreys also reassured his son that
"it will be a hard case indeed if you cannot find handsome employment."'l
The Army's decision to vacate Fort Drane finally came in midJuly, but the process consumed several weeks. Many soldiers were
too sick to be moved, and the Seminoles - recently returned roved the region virtually unchecked, making travel treacherous.
Osceola and his men even felled trees to "block up the road"
between Micanopy and Drane. Nevertheless, in the predawn hours
of July 19, Lieutenant William S. Maitland and a contingent of 80
men, a howitzer, and 22 four-horse wagons set out for Fort
Defiance, a mere ten miles away. The train traveled almost the
entire distance before it was set upon by "a large body of Indians,"
estimated at between two and three hundred. According to
Humphreys, the "fire was returned with spirit and the howitzer
played among them," but the soldiers were badly outnumbered.
Only the timely arrival of a relief column from Micanopy saved
them, but the Battle of Welika Pond claimed "five men.. . mortally
wounded (3 since dead), 3 severely and 1 slightly." Given the size
of the contingent at Fort Drane, Humphreys concluded it "necessary to make at least 6 trips before we can remove all our public
property," which would require that "we be exposed 12 times to
attack from a very superior number of the enemy." He estimated
that an escort of two hundred men would be needed but did "not
believe we shall be able to increase it to that strength."'*
As the Army began emptying Fort Drane, Humphreys lost
whatever had driven his remarkable foray into journal writing. He
posted his last entry from Florida on July 23 in which he logged his
account of Maitland's adventure and also lamented the loss of
close companions at Lang Syne, including Heileman and
"obstinate chronic inflammation of the mucous membrane of the intestines."
Dr. Benjamin S. Bohrer at Georgetown, Washington, D.C., August 22, 1838
(1/56), Humphreys Papers, HSP. At least one source identifies Dr. Bohrer as
a physician to Andrew Jackson.
71. Samuel Humphreys to AAH, July 20, 1836 (1/35), Humphreys Papers, HSP.
72. HumphreysJournal,July 23, 1836, 18.
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Wheelock. "These two deaths," he wrote, "gloom over our sickly
circle." He also noted the passing of his friend, Lieutenant Daniel
Herring, who "died about the same time in St. Augustine poor
fellow, with his talents and ambition to die so young was indeed
hard. I lived in the same rooms with him at Augusta for several
months - I knew him well and deeply do I deplore his 1 0 ~ s . " ~ ~
Humphreys accompanied the last of the invalids to Micanopy on
August 7. Rather than risk additional trips, the Army abandoned
substantial stores at Lang Syne, including 12,000 bushels of corn
standing in the fields ready to harvest. For Humphreys, even the
single excursion brought on "another severe attacknof illness that
laid him low for several days.
With the move to Micanopy in early August, Humphreys fell
under the authority of "this most contemptible fellow Ichabod
[Crane]," who assumed command of northeastern Florida on July
24. He first annoyed Humphreys by redirecting a company of horses bound for Micanopy to another garrison at St. Augustine. "What
is the matter with Col. Crane?" Humphreys asked in a letter to his
father. "Does he know that we are dependent upon the mounted
militia for an escort to the train - that it is utterly impossible for
troops on foot to do this duty.. .?It is most unfortunate indeed that
our troops are to be cursed with fools."74If indeed a fool, Crane
was a long suffering one. Following a brief acquaintance many
years earlier with the famed writer, Washington Irving, Crane
earned everlasting notoriety as the namesake of the "loosely hung
. ~ ~ has
togethern country schoolmaster from Sleepy ~ o l l o wLegend
it that he was apathetic about the "honor," but even the humorless
Ichabod Crane could not dampen Humphreys' enthusiasm for
Micanopy. It was, as he wrote on August 10, "a fine place compared
to Fort Drane. We have houses to live in - shade and a fine breeze

-

73. Ibid., 1819. Herring died of yellow fever on June 22, 1836. Sprague, 532.
74. AAH to Samuel Humphreys, August 15, 1836 (1/37), Humphreys Papers,
HSP.
75. Many years before while stationed with the army at Sackets Harbor, New York,
Crane developed an acquaintance with Washington Irving, at the time a military aid to New York Governor Daniel D. Tompkins. Several years later, when
Irving needed a name for the country schoolteacher in "The Legend of
Sleepy Hollow" (1819), he remembered the soldier he had met and used his
name, much to the chagrin of the real Ichabod Crane, whose grave remains
a frequent target for vandals nearly one hundred and fifty years after his
death in 1857.
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constantly. It's confidently expected that the health of all the
troops will improve."76
Several days after arriving at Fort Defiance, Humphreys drafted a resignation letter in which he "assigned no reason for leaving
the service" but harbored a good many.77The most compelling,
probably, was his dissatisfaction with the conduct of the war and
his sense that the army's many sacrifices in the field went u n a p
preciated by a hostile commander-in-chief and a fickle congress.78
This frustration - widely shared among his fellow West Pointers only deepened when Humphreys learned that his name was not on
the annual promotion list. The impetuous young officer drafted
his resignation within a day of receiving that news only to discover
that the oversight had been corrected before Congress approved
the final list on August 16. He received his promotion to first lieutenant but quit anyway, intent no doubt on escaping "the terrible
fevers of the South" while he still had the strength to do so.79
Humphreys also acted out of ambition. The booming econo
my of the mid-1830s produced abundant opportunities for alternative employment, and this was particularly so for West Point
engineers. Internal improvements expanded rapidly but recklessly
under President Jackson who vigorously opposed the stabilizing
influence of Nicholas Biddle's Second Bank of the United States.
By 1835,Jackson had largely destroyed that Philadelphia institution and also wiped out the federal deficit. The following year the
U.S. Treasury accumulated a sizable budget surplus that members
of Congress voted to distribute, passing the funds to their home
districts where the windfall was quickly invested - in canals, turnpikes and railroad companies. These increasingly speculative ventures generated enormous demand for qualified engineers, and
the compensation for such services outstripped army pay by several times. As a fellow officer explained in June 1836, "a large num-

76. AAH to Samuel Humphreys, August 10, 1836 (1/36), Humphreys Papers,
HSP.
77. Ibid.
78. As one officer explained, he and his fellows were "much dissatisfied with the
excessive dislike with which Congress seems to view the Army." National
Intelligencer,July 12, 1836. See "Extract of a letter from an officer of the Army
in Florida, dated Picolata, June 16."
79. AAH in Philadelphia to Abert,July 16,1838 (1/48), Humphreys Papers, HSP;
Anonymous letter to the editor of the National Intelligencer in criticism of war
coverage, February 1837 (1/39), Humphreys Papers, HSP.
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ber of officers have resigned, knowing that they can do much better out of the Army than in it."s0
Humphreys' brief stay at Micanopy was, despite his initial optimism, characterized by continued sickness, and the general health
of the entire outpost was so precarious as to preclude any possibility of a late summer campaign. "There will be none of that we all
are confident," he reassured his father on August 10. "The governor [Call] himself, I believe, has given it up, and even if he had not
our troops cannot take the field.... We still have more than one
hundred sick. My company has now left with it but one sergeant
and one corporal - both sick. The other non-commissioned officers - 3 sergeants and 3 corporals - will be in St. Augustine sick! I
have five men for duty, 3 of them convalescents." In the same letter, Humphreys reported on the death "four or five days ago" of
Captain Lemuel Gates who had survived commands at both
Oaklands and Lang Syne but had "been a long time sick with intervals of good health." His death at Micanopy was occasioned by "eating large quantities of unripe peaches, which produced
inflamrnati~n."~~
Captain Thomas Childs assumed temporary command at Fort Defiance. He was a West Point graduate of 1814 and
a man of some merit in Humphreys' estimation.
On the morning of August 17, an express arrived from Black
Creek ordering the contingent at Micanopy to vacate the garrison
and fall back to Natural Bridge near Newnansville.** The order
came from the much maligned Colonel Crane, and Humphreys was
incredulous - "utterly impossible - if we pull back at all, it must be
upon Black Creek [Garey's Ferry]." He believed that Childs was of
like mind and - "if not superseded" - would countermand the
order.8s Major Benjamin K. Pierce of the 1'' Artillery, older brother
80. National InteUigencer,July 12, 1836. See "Extract of a letter from an officer of
the Army in Florida, dated Picolata,June 16."
81. AAH to Samuel Humphreys on August 10,1836 (1/36), Humphreys Papers,
HSP. Gates died on August 6, 1836. According to Steven Stowe, many southerners believed that specific items of diet "either fostered or thwarted sickness
regardless of race; it was common sense for everyone, for example, to avoid
eating too much fresh fi-uit during fever times." See Steven M. Stowe,
Doctoring the South: Southm Physicians and Everyday Mediciw in t h MidNzneteath C e n t u ~(Chapel Hill, NC: University of North Carolina Press,
2004), 5.
82. The Santa Fe River vanishes beneath the ground in a sink and reappears out
of a rise about three miles away, thus forming a natural bridge.
83. AAH at Micanopy to Samuel Humphreys, August 15, 1836 (1/37),
Humphreys Papers, HSP.
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of future president Franklin Pierce (who, incidentally, defeated
Whig candidate Winfield Scott for the position years later in 1852),
arrived from Black Creek on August 20 to close out Fort Defiance
but could not resist a final swipe at the Seminoles who had taken
over Fort Drane and were gorging themselves on abandoned stores
of sugar cane and corn." Pierce and Childs set out for the location
in the wee hours of August 2 1with a force of 109 men and one field
piece. The column arrived at sunrise and with "great vigor and spirit" attacked the surprised Seminoles, killing at least ten and driving
the rest threequarters of a mile into the hammock before disengaging and returning to Micanopy. Humphreys did not participate
in the battle, missing out on an affair that won brevet promotions
for the two officers. Pierce emptied Fort Defiance on August 24,
torching the post and its contents "to prevent their falling into the
hands of the enemy." He then marched off with its ragged contingent of regulars, but to Black Creek rather than Ne~nansville.~~
Humphreys marked his last days in Florida at Black Creek as
Governor Call continued stubbornly to plan for an active campaign, now pushed into the early fall. Word trickled through the
ranks that a large force of regulars under Brigadier General
Thomas S. Jesup would arrive shortly to bring the war to a rapid
close, but Humphreys was no longer fit for battle and would not
participate in any case.86At the end of August, he received official
notice of his promotion to first lieutenant followed shortly by a second dispatch, this one from the White House accepting his resignation effective September 30, 1836. He set out for home from St.
Augustine on September 21 aboard the packet ship Dolphin, a new
double masted, side-paddle wheel steamship designed and built by
James P. Allaire, among the great New York shipbuilders of the
early steam age and a one-time partner of inventor Robert
~ u l t o nThe
. ~ ~Amy chartered the ill-fated packet through most of
84. Several historical accounts place Osceola there as well, and some surmise that
the great war chief contracted the malaria that later killed him while residing
at Fort Drane. William and Ellen Hartley, Osceola: the Unmnquered Indian (New
York: Hawthorn Books, Inc., 1973), 194.James W. Covington, The Semimles of
Flmida (Gainesville,FL: University Press of Florida, 1993), 93.
85. House Committee on Claims, Gad Humphreys, 29th Congress, 1st session,
1846, House Report 203,5.
86. For Humphreys' belief that the war was drawing to a close, see AAH in
Philadelphia to Abert, August 7, 1838 (1/52), Humphreys Papers, HSP. Also
see Chester L. Kieffer, Maligned General: The Biography of Thomas Sidney Jesup
(San Rafael, CA: Presidio Press, 1979).
87. Charleston Courier,September 24, 1836.
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1836, and it made regular runs between St. Augustine and
Charleston, South Carolina, with stops in Georgia for firewood,
typically at St. Marys and Savannah. The same relative good fortune that marked Humphreys' seven-month journey through war
and pestilence held out, and the two-day voyage to Charleston
occasioned nothing worse than a bit of sea-sickness for the still ailing Humphreys. Three months later the Dobbin blew her boiler,
exploding in a fury of twisted metal and burning steam. Fifteen of
the thirty passengers died in the blast or drowned in its aftermath,
including a promising young West Pointer, Alexander D. MacKay.
It was the worst steamboat disaster in Florida history until the Civil
War.88
Humphreys arrived at Charleston on September 23 in the
company of his West Point classmate, Samuel Chase Ridgely, who
- unlike Humphreys and two-thirds of the class of 1831 - remained
with the Army after 1836.89Andrew's younger sibling,Joshua, then
a midshipman in the U.S. Navy, met the two officers in Charleston
and accompanied them on the next leg of the voyage to New York
City aboard the steamer Columbia.From there, the brothers made
their way alone to Philadelphia and their grandfather's home,
Pont Reading, where Andrew spent much of the next two years
recuperating under a doctor's care.g0
The war in Florida continued for six more years. Brigadier
General Jesup, commanding a large force of regulars from late
1836 to May 1838, succeeded neither in purging the Seminoles
from Florida nor in convincing them to leave peaceably. He did,
however, drive a wedge between the Seminoles and their slave
allies and, in an act of notorious treachery, capture Osceola under
a flag of truce in early 1838. The ailing warrior died in captivity.
Jesup also managed to coerce the Seminoles from their strongholds along the Withlacoochee River into the inhospitable
88. The explosion ripped MacKay from the deck. His body washed ashore four
miles below the mouth of the St. Johns but went undiscovered for several
months, his gold watch still in his pocket when they found him. Edward A.
Mueller, "Steamboat Activity in Florida during the Second Seminole Indian
War," FZurida Historical Quarter4 64 (4), 412,415. Also see, Mueller, "East Coast
Florida Steamboating, 1831-1861,"Florida Historical Quarterly 40 (3), 244-46.
89. Named after a former Supreme Court Associate Justice, Ridgely later
achieved some prominence as the first Acting Judge Advocate of the Army
(18441846), though his career was cut short by his death in 1850.
90. Charleston Cou&, September 22, 1836; Ibid., September 26, 1836; New Ymk
Post, September 29, 1836, 3.
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Everglades to the south. Colonel Zachary Taylor and then Colonel
Walker K. Arrnistead, succeeded Jesup, but the task of drawing the
unpopular war to a close fell to Colonel William J. Worth. Breaking
with tradition, he campaigned throughout the summer of 1841,
waging a ruthless war of extermination on the Seminoles and
destroying their food stores and dwellings. The Seminoles capitulated in August of the following year, but the U.S. paid dearly for
an untidy victory in what proved to be the longest, costliest, and
deadliest Indian war in American history. Ultimately, nearly 1,600
soldiers lost their lives inchding 33 West Pointers, and the United
States spent something approaching $30 million - all so that 3,800
half-starved Indians might be forcibly removed from Florida.
Unlike so many of his close colleagues, young Andrew
Humphreys survived his first experience at war, but his own writings give ample evidence of the many sacrifices endured - the loss
of friends and colleagues, the destruction of the romantic ideal of
war so carefully cultivated at West Point, the interruption of a
promising Army career, and the shattering of his once robust
health. In exchange for the price paid, Humphreys obtained,
according to one historian, "experience and breath of view rather
than honor."g1He also earned the esteem of his fellow officers who
recognized and admired his intelligence, tenacity, and courage
under fire. These were things on which to build. Humphreys soon
regained his strength sufficiently to parlay his military connections
into more lucrative work as a civilian engineer, but the lure of martial life proved too strong. Humphreys rejoined the Army in 1838,
initiating a slow but steady climb into the highest ranks of his profession,
91. James H. Wilson, "Major General Andrew Atkinson Humphreys,"in Papers of
the, vol. 10 (1895), 76; The National Cyclopedia (7), 35.
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